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7th EABA BIANNUAL CONFERENCE
Preparations are well underway for the 7th
Conference of the European Association for
Behaviour Analysis, to be held in Stockholm,
Sweden from September 10th to 13th. Travel,
hotel and registration information are available
on the events menu of the website. A highly
stimulating scientific programme is planned, to
include invited addresses from Mecca Chesa,
Shahla
Ala'I-Rosales,Iver
Iversen, Niklas Törneke, Camille Ferond, and
Jay Moore. Members are reminded that the
deadline for submission of symposia, individual presentations and posters is June 14,
2014.

Special Section of the Journal for papers from
the 7th EABA Conference in Stockholm. In
addition to papers derived from invited
adresses, EJOBA will receive submissions for
review for publication in this Special Section
from symposia, individual papers and posters
presented at the conference. The deadline for
manuscript submission will be announced
shortly after the conference.


Advertising space available in the 7th
Conference Programme

In an ongoing effort to minimize the cost of
participation of our scientific conferences, the
EABA board announces that advertising space
will be available in a designated section at the
end of the Programme/Book of Abstracts for
our 7th Conference in Stockholm. All institutions, organizations, publishers, manufacturers
or distributors who offer goods, services or
training programmes directly relevant to the
work of EABA members are invited to submit

Special Issue of the European
an advertisement, subject to review for
Journal of Behavior Analysis
relevance by the EABA committee. Cost for a
full-page black-and-white advertisement is set
In accordance with a long-standing collaboraat 100 euros. Please submit advertisements
tion with the EABA for the advancement of our
by July 1st to the EABA secretary Børge
science in the region, the European Journal of
Strømgren (secretary@europeanaba.org).
Behavior Analysis has announced plans for a

7th EABA Conference
Stockholm, Sweden
September 10-13

Stockholm City Hall, site of the opening ceremony for EABA 2014
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opportunity for extended scientific and social
interaction among postgraduate students and
accomplished instructors in behaviour
In accordance with the organization charter, analysis from throughout Europe.
the EABA board announces that elections will
occur for the positions of Basic Science A total of four intensive (3 hours per day for 5
Representative and Applied Science days) courses will be offered, with each
Representative in July, 2014. The election will course occurring either in morning or in
evening sessions, with the first two courses
occur electronically.
running from July 6th to 10th and the second
The individuals elected for these positions will two from July 13th to 17th; students may then
serve a two-year term beginning in Septem- elect to participate in from one to four of the
ber, 2014. EABA members in good standing courses on offer.
are invited to submit nominations for these
Courses will cover advanced topics of the
positions by June 1, 2014.
instructors’ area of expertise in theoretical,
Members may nominate themselves or an- experimental or applied behaviour analysis, in
other member. If nominating another member, an intellectually rigorous but informal and
please ensure first that your nominee is willing collegial atmosphere. During the weekend
to be a candidate for election. To facilitate that intervenes between the two 5-day course
evaluation, nominees will be asked to periods (July 11th and 12th) a social outing to
complete a brief biographical statement and a the beautiful southern coast and charming
statement of purpose for the office sought.
villages of Crete will be
organized for all
participating students and instructors.
Please send your nominations to EABA
secretary
B ør g e
S t r ø m g r e n In order to keep the cost of student
(secretary@europeanaba.org) indicating the participation in the Summer School as low as
position that the potential candidate is possible, instructors will not be remunerated
nominated for.
for their participation, but their travel and
accommodation expenses for an 8-day stay in
Rethymno will be gratefully reimbursed. EABA
EABA SUMMER SCHOOL OF
members who are interested in serving as
BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS
instructors are asked to send a brief
biographical statement as well as a proposed
The EABA board announces that the first course description via email to EABA
EABA Summer School of Behaviour Analysis s e c r e t a r y
B ør g e
S t r øm g r e n
is planned for July 6th to 17th, 2015, in (secretary@europeanaba.org) by October
Rethymno, Crete, in collaboration with the 1st, 2014. For additional information, please
Departments of Psychology of the University contact local organizer Robert Mellon
of Crete and Panteion University of Athens. (mellon.robert@gmail.com).
The Summer School is designed to offer an
advanced training experience and an

1st EABA Summer School of Behaviour Analysis
Rethymno, Crete, July 6-17th, 2015

